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Abstract
This paper describes experimental procedures for determining
accurate estimates of original insitu reservoir oil and gas
compositions. The proposed equilibrium contact mixing (ECM)
method can use samples which are clearly not representative of
insitu fluids (e.g. due to near-wellbore multiphase behavior,
reservoir depletion, or separator sampling problems). ECM
procedures are recommended for saturated, undersaturated, and
depleted reservoirs.
Examples are given for reservoir fluids ranging from very
lean-gas/black-oil systems to highly volatile gas/oil systems.
Furthermore, it is shown that the proposed ECM method can
be used to obtain depth-weighted average insitu compositions
in reservoirs with gravity-induced vertical compositional
gradients.1
The Peng-Robinson (PR) and Soave-Redlich-Kwong
(SRK) equations of state (EOS) are used in calculations, with
extensive characterization of the C7+ fractions. Static PVT
experiments and radial 1D/2D compositional simulations of
typical fluid-sampling conditions are used to verify the
proposed methods.
Partly due to the success of the ECM method, the
traditional definition of a "representative" sample is
reconsidered, and a more general definition is recommended.
The general definition ("reservoir-representative") is any
sample produced from a reservoir, where the measured
composition and PVT properties are of good quality. The
traditional definition ("insitu representative") is a special case
where the sample represents an insitu reservoir composition at
a specific depth (or an average composition for a depth
interval).
References and illustrations at end of paper

Separator sampling of gas condensate and volatile oil
reservoirs is widely used. We present an analysis of traditional
separator sampling methods, potential errors in separator
sampling, and a critical evaluation of the "isokinetic" sampling
method. Isokinetic sampling is currently used to sample
separator gas streams when separator liquid "carryover" is
suspected. Problems with the isokinetic method are discussed,
and we suggest field and laboratory measurements which are
needed to confirm the validity of isokinetic sampling.

Introduction
Historically, the only acceptable method for determining initial
reservoir compositions has been to directly obtain bottomhole
or recombined separator samples which truly represent insitu
compositions. Sampling procedures have been developed to
assist in obtaining insitu-representative samples, but for
reservoirs that are initially saturated or only slightly
undersaturated, it may be impossible to obtain such samples.
When flowing bottomhole pressure drops below the reservoir
fluid’s saturation pressure, multiphase behavior near the
wellbore may result in mixtures flowing into the wellbore
which are clearly not insitu representative.
When reliable insitu-representative samples can not (or
have not) been obtained early in the life of a reservoir,
considerable uncertainty in initial hydrocarbons (oil and gas) in
place may exist. One consequence is that process facilities may
need to be overdesigned to account for these uncertainties.
Accurate insitu-representative samples are particularly
important for gas condensate reservoirs where significant
income may come from processed LPGs, NGLs, and stabilized
condensate.
Obtaining accurate insitu oil composition early in the life
of a reservoir is not usually a problem, even when flowing
bottomhole pressure drops below the original bubblepoint.
Separator samples can be recombined in a ratio (not necessarily
the same as measured during sampling) that yields a
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bubblepoint pressure equal to the reservoir pressure at the gasoil contact (GOC). This approach generally works well, mainly
.because separator gas and separator oil compositions are
relatively insensitive to multiphase effects near the wellbore.
A problem in many older oil reservoirs is that samples
were not collected initially (e.g. many West Texas CO2
candidate reservoirs). No generally-accepted procedure has
been published for determining the initial oil compositions in
depleted reservoirs. Usually the only alternative is to recombine
currently-producing separator oil and separator gas samples in
a ratio that yields the initial reservoir bubblepoint pressure.
Already in the late 1930s, special sampling methods had
been designed for obtaining accurate samples from gas
condensate wells.2-4 Based on "isokinetic" sampling of
wellstream mixtures at the wellhead, extensive compositional
and PVT data were measured onsite during production tests.
These methods were still used in the mid-1950s (and probably
later).5
During the past thirty years, commercial service companies
have used standard separator sampling techniques, collecting
separator oil and separator gas samples directly from a standard
test or production separator. Separator sampling is still the
industry standard for gas condensates, but it is also used for
sampling oil wells (as a supplement to bottomhole samples,
and when larger samples are needed for special PVT analyses).
More recently, several oil companies (and subsequently
service companies) have again started using techniques similar
to the isokinetic wellstream sampling methods developed in the
late 1930s. Unfortunately, information and test results from
these newer methods have not yet been published. The lack of
open verification of the newer testing methods has caused
concern in the industry. There is also a general skepticism
about whether the significant additional costs of these methods
is commensurate with the results obtained.
Two recent publications address the problem of obtaining
accurate insitu-representative samples of saturated gas
condensates.6,7 McCain and Alexander6 use compositional
reservoir simulation to study the problem. They conclude that
accurate insitu-representative samples of saturated gas
condensates can be obtained at an early stage of depletion
when sampling at low rates (with minimum drawdown), even
when bottomhole flowing pressure is below the original
dewpoint. However, they also indicate that production rates
must be "stabilized," where stabilization can require from
several days (for moderate-permeability reservoirs) to several
months (for low-permeability reservoirs).
McCain and Alexander study the effect of producing from
several commingled layers with contrasting permeabilities
(kmax/kmin 100, where the layers are communicating). Results
indicate that it is more difficult to obtain accurate insiturepresentative samples in a layered system. The authors
recommend that samples be collected as early as possible in
layered systems, and with rates as low as possible.
Several other observations were made by McCain and
Alexander: (1) shutting in a well prior to low-rate sampling is
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not recommended, (2) at high gas rates the producing GOR
may appear constant without the wellstream being
representative of the original reservoir fluid, and (3) a
wellstream dewpoint compared with average reservoir (or
bottomhole flowing pressure) is not a reliable means for
determining if a sample is insitu representative.
The last observation was also made by Standing8 in 1951.
Standing warned that the dewpoint pressure of a gas
condensate sample can be lower, equal to, or higher than the
original dewpoint without the sample being representative of
the original reservoir fluid. The reason is that dewpoint
pressure is not a monotonic function of the recombination
GOR (a maximum in the dewpoint-GOR is often observed, see
Standing’s Fig. 40).
Reffstrup and Olsen7 study the problem of obtaining insiturepresentative samples from low-permeability, saturated gascondensate reservoirs. Black-oil radial well simulations and
static PVT calculations based on a detailed EOS
characterization are used in this study. The authors show that
for an idealized single-rate testing sequence, the produced
wellstream will always have a lower dewpoint than the original
dewpoint. Initially the wellstream dewpoint will be about equal
to the flowing bottomhole pressure, but gradually the
wellstream dewpoint becomes more representative of the
reservoir gas at average reservoir pressure (i.e. outer-boundary
pressure).
The procedure recommended by Reffstrup and Olsen for
obtaining original reservoir composition is to first characterize
the produced wellstream mixture using an EOS. Using the EOS
characterization, calculate the incipient oil composition at the
wellstream’s dewpoint (the sampled mixture is assumed to
have a dewpoint lower than the original dewpoint). A new
mixture is created by adding incipient oil to the sampled
wellstream until the dewpoint equals the initial reservoir
pressure (i.e. the original dewpoint). The authors note that
several "contacts" may be required in this procedure. The
resulting mixture with dewpoint equal to initial reservoir
pressure is shown to yield a good approximation of the original
reservoir gas.

Representative Samples
The concept of a "representative" sample has traditionally
meant a sample that represents the "original" reservoir fluid.
This definition may be misleading for the following reasons:
1. Even if a sample is obtained, representative of an original
insitu fluid, this sample may only be representative of a
specific depth or depth interval of the reservoir. A uniform
fluid composition does not always exist throughout a
reservoir because of compositional variations; vertical
variations due to gravity and thermal effects, and other
variations between fault blocks and non-communicating
layers.
2. It may be impossible to obtain a truly representative
sample of insitu fluids because of near-wellbore
multiphase behavior in saturated, slightly undersaturated,
and low-permeability reservoirs.
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Samples which are not representative of insitu fluids can
be used to "create" near-exact representations of original
insitu fluids (as shown in this paper).
Accurate PVT data and compositions of samples that are
not representative of insitu fluids are still useful in
developing an EOS fluid characterization (as useful as
samples that are representative of insitu fluids).

Based on these observations, we introduce a more general
definition of a representative sample: a "reservoirrepresentative" sample is any sample produced from a
reservoir. As a special case, an "insitu-representative" sample
represents the volume-weighted average of original fluid(s) in
the depth interval drained by a well during sampling.
Reservoir-representative samples are readily obtained, and
in many cases they can be used to create accurate estimates of
insitu-representative fluids. Direct sampling of insiturepresentative fluids, on the other hand, may be difficult or
impossible.
Two important points should be made about the
application of representative samples:
1. Accurate insitu-representative samples are used to
determine the initial hydrocarbons (oil and gas) in place.
Insitu-representative samples may vary as a function of
depth, from one fault block to another, and between noncommunicating layers. All insitu-representative samples
are needed in the difficult task of defining hydrocarbons
in place.
2. All reservoir-representative samples having reliable PVT
data and accurately-determined compositions should be
used simultaneously in developing an EOS fluid
characterization. The resulting characterization, with a
single set of EOS parameters, can be used to consistently
describe the phase and volumetric behavior of all fluids
within the reservoir.
Unfortunately, the "mapping" of original insitu
compositions for a reservoir may not be possible until several
wells have been drilled and production data become available.
On the other hand, an EOS fluid characterization can be
developed as soon as one reservoir-representative sample is
available. This characterization can be used for preliminary
calculations based on simplified assumptions about the original
hydrocarbons in place.
As additional representative samples and PVT data become
available, the EOS characterization can be modified as
necessary to match both the old and the new PVT data. If
additional insitu-representative samples become available, new
estimates can also be made of the original hydrocarbons in
place.

Equilibrium Contact Mixing (ECM)
Laboratory methods have been developed to obtain accurate
samples of original insitu fluids in saturated reservoirs. The
methods are based on mixing a reservoir oil sample and a
reservoir gas sample together at a specified reservoir condition,

bringing the system to equilibrium through one or more
contacts ("equilibrium contact method"). Neither reservoir
sample used in the mixing procedure needs to be representative
of an insitu fluid.
Description of the ECM Methods
Collecting and Preparing Reservoir Samples
Samples of the reservoir oil and reservoir gas are first made up
in the laboratory. Separator samples should always be used for
the reservoir gas, and usually for the reservoir oil. Bottomhole
samples can be used for the reservoir oil when available (and
considered "reliable"), though separator samples are preferred
if available.
The reservoir gas is made by recombining separator
samples to yield the actual test wellstream (i.e. using measured
separator GORs in the recombination, corrected if necessary for
liquid carryover, etc.). The separator samples from the gas
zone should not be recombined specifically to obtain a
dewpoint equal to the initial pressure at the GOC.
When using separator samples to recombine a reservoir oil,
the actual test GOR should be used to make the recombination,
taking into account any valid corrections to the recombination
GOR (oil meter corrections, gas rate corrections, etc.).
An initial recombined oil sample should have a
bubblepoint close to the original reservoir pressure. A
recombined oil bubblepoint much less than the original
reservoir pressure might indicate compositional grading with
depth. A recombined oil bubblepoint much greater than the
original reservoir pressure might indicate gas coning during
sampling. In both cases, the proposed ECM procedures require
that test GOR be used for recombination of the reservoir oil
sample to obtain a true sample of the produced wellstream.
Initially Saturated Gas/Oil Reservoirs (ECM1)
The containers with reservoir gas and reservoir oil samples
should be brought to single-phase conditions. The two samples
are transferred to a PVT cell in a ratio that results in an oil
volume fraction of 50% or greater at equilibrium. Slightly more
accurate equilibrium compositions are obtained using higher oil
fractions, but with the disadvantage that smaller reservoir gas
samples are available for subsequent studies (e.g. constant
volume depletion).
The PVT cell is brought to initial reservoir conditions at
the gas-oil contact and mixed thoroughly to establish
equilibrium. The resulting equilibrium oil and equilibrium gas
should provide excellent estimates of the original insitu fluids
at the GOC. Each phase is removed to separate containers for
further analysis. Compositions and PVT data are measured for
each sample separately. This procedure represents the
equilibrium contact mixing method ECM1.
The ECM1 method can also be used for an initial oil well
test with gas coning. The separator samples are recombined at
the producing GOR measured at the time of sampling. The
mixture is brought to initial conditions at the GOC and mixed
thoroughly to establish equilibrium. The resulting equilibrium
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oil and equilibrium gas should provide excellent estimates of
the original insitu fluids at the GOC.
For systems with gravity-induced compositional gradients
having a saturated GOC, the ECM1 method (applied at initial
GOC conditions) does not provide estimates of equilibrium
composition at the GOC. Instead, the method provides a depthaveraged estimate of the insitu oil between the GOC and oilsampling depth, and a depth-averaged estimate of the insitu gas
between the GOC and the gas- sampling depth.
Depleted Solution Gas Drive Oil Reservoirs (ECM2)
A second ECM method (ECM2) can be applied to oil
reservoirs currently being depleted by solution gas drive
(producing GOR must be greater than the solution GOR at
current average reservoir pressure). The method provides an
estimate of original insitu oil composition, when this
composition was not obtained initially. The method works for
initially saturated and undersaturated oil reservoirs.
The produced wellstream sample is prepared by
recombining separator samples using the test GOR. The
recombined mixture is brought to equilibrium at the current
average reservoir pressure and temperature. All of the
equilibrium gas is removed at constant pressure to another
container. The equilibrium oil remains in the PVT cell.
The equilibrium gas is injected incrementally back into the
PVT cell containing equilibrium oil. After each injection, the
bubblepoint is measured. When the bubblepoint reaches the
original reservoir bubblepoint, this mixture can be considered
a very good approximation of the original reservoir oil. As
shown in the examples below, the resulting composition is
better than simply recombining separator gas and separator oil
samples in a ratio that yields the original bubblepoint pressure
(particularly for intermediate components C2-C6, but also for C1
and C7+).
Undersaturated Produced Oil Sample
Accurate estimates of original oil composition can usually
be obtained if the produced reservoir oil sample is
undersaturated relative to the current average reservoir
pressure. This might occur during the period of critical gas
saturation buildup, or in a partially depleted solution gas drive
reservoir that has subsequently undergone water flooding.
During the period when reservoir pressure first drops
below the original bubblepoint and a critical gas saturation is
building up, the produced wellstream may be undersaturated
relative to the current reservoir pressure (ECM1 and ECM2
methods will not work). Recombining separator samples at a
GOR that yields the original bubblepoint pressure has been
found to give accurate estimates of the original reservoir oil.
Many oil reservoirs have been repressurized by water
flooding after previously having undergone depletion by
solution gas drive (e.g. many West Texas CO2-flood
reservoirs). The only practical laboratory method we have
found successful for creating an approximation of the original
reservoir oil is recombination of currently producing separator
samples to the original bubblepoint pressure.
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The recombination method of depleted oil samples works
well in the two examples presented below, but we are unsure
how accurate the method will work in other reservoirs. For
example, a reservoir where separator gas composition has
changed significantly during depletion, the separator
recombination method may not work well.
Depleted/Saturated Gas Condensate Reservoirs
An estimate of the original gas composition of an initially
saturated gas zone (with underlying oil) can be achieved in a
depleted reservoir. Separator samples must be collected from
both the gas zone and the oil zone. First an ECM2 procedure
is performed on the reservoir oil to create an estimate of the
original reservoir oil. The resulting ECM2 oil sample is mixed
with the reservoir gas sample using the ECM1 procedure. The
final mixture is brought to equilibrium at the original GOC
conditions, with the equilibrium gas providing an accurate
estimate of the original reservoir gas.
Depleted/Undersaturated Gas Condensate Reservoirs
A reliable ECM method has not yet been developed for
estimating the original reservoir gas composition in a depleted
gas condensate reservoir that was initially undersaturated (i.e.
where an original reservoir oil sample is not available). One
approach, a modification of the ECM2 method, has been tested.
Reasonable results were obtained for a gas condensate with
liquid yield of about 45 STB/MMscf, but we are not finished
testing the method for other systems.

Verification of Equilibrium Contact Method
The proposed ECM methods have been tested for a wide range
of gas/oil reservoir systems:
BO
black oil / very lean condensate
SVO
slightly volatile oil / lean condensate
MGC medium gas condensate / somewhat volatile oil
VO
volatile oil / rich condensate
NCO near-critical oil / gas
Each fluid system was described using a cubic equation of
state (Peng-Robinson, PR, or Soave-Redlich-Kwong, SRK) and
a detailed C7+ characterization tuned to match experimental
PVT data. All fluid systems except MGC are taken from
Whitson and Belery1.
The ECM laboratory procedures are tested and verified in
the results presented below. Static PVT experiments were first
simulated to verify the potential of the ECM approach.
Thereafter a series of detailed compositional simulations were
made to study realistic testing and sampling procedures. A
radial grid was used in the simulations, with an innermost
block radius of 1.2 ft, and 14 logarithmically-spaced grids out
to a total radius of 2000 ft. Most simulations used 10 layers
with a total thickness of 200 ft.
Static PVT Cell Simulations
MGC fluids were used in the static PVT cell simulations. The
MGC system has a saturation condition of 4808 psia at 259oF.
The saturated reservoir gas has a solution OGR of 43.5
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STB/MMscf (GOR of 23 Mscf/STB) and the saturated
reservoir oil has a solution GOR of 855 scf/STB.
The original reservoir gas and reservoir oil were separately
subjected to constant composition expansions (CCE). At each
stage in the CCE experiment, equilibrium gas and oil
compositions were calculated. These are shown as dash-dot
lines in Fig. 1 for methane and C7+. To test the ECM procedure
at a given stage of depletion, the equilibrium gas from the
reservoir gas CCE was mixed with equilibrium oil from the
reservoir oil CCE at initial saturation conditions of 4808 psia
and 259oF. Equilibrium compositions at these conditions should
approximate the original reservoir oil and gas.
The amount of each phase being mixed was chosen so that
the final equilibrium volumes were 50% (though results are not
really sensitive to this ratio). Fig. 1 shows results of the ECM1
method as short dashed lines.
If original reservoir oil is mixed with equilibrium gas
from the reservoir gas CCE experiment, somewhat better
estimates of the original reservoir gas are obtained (see Figs.
1a-1b), particularly far into depletion. This result is the basis
for proposing the combined ECM2/ECM1 approach for
depleted (initially saturated) gas condensate reservoirs.
Initial Test Simulations
The MGC system was again used to test the proposed ECM
methods, this time based on reservoir simulations of actual
testing and sampling conditions. First we give a summary of
the simulation tests used to obtain "initial" samples (prior to
the start of depletion).
Description of Well Tests and Sampling
Low-Drawdown Gas Test (DST 1). This gas test produces at a
relatively low drawdown for 2.5 days. Fig. 2 show the
production characteristics during the test. The producing GOR
decreases gradually during the test, only about 1 to 1.5%
higher than the insitu GOR. Dewpoint of the produced
wellstream is essentially constant about 200 psi below the
insitu dewpoint of 4808 psia. Flowing BHP drops to about
4300 psia at 1 day when Sample 1 is taken.
The original reservoir gas composition is shown in Table
1 (column A). This composition can be compared with Sample
1 (column B), which is too lean. The difference in
compositions is not significant except for the heaviest
components.
When separator gas and oil representing Sample 1 are
recombined at a GOR to obtain the correct dewpoint pressure
(4808 psia), a much poorer (too rich) wellstream results
(column C). The economic consequences of using this overlyrich wellstream is obvious. In fact, the error in using the
dewpoint-corrected composition is much greater than using
Sample 1 with a dewpoint underpredicted by 200 psi.
High/Low-Rate Gas Test (DST 2). This gas test produces at
about 50 MMscf/D for two days, followed by a rate reduction
to 1 MMscf/D for two days (see Fig. 3). Flowing BHP drops
to 2000 psia during the high-rate period, then increases to
about 4700 psia during the low-rate period. GOR decreases

gradually from about 26 to 24 Mscf/STB during the high-rate
period, then drops sharply to about 12 Mscf/STB when rate is
reduced, increasing rapidly towards 21 Mscf/STB during the
two-day low-rate period (initial solution GOR is 23 Mscf/STB).
Produced wellstream dewpoint is slightly increasing during the
high-rate period, about 500 psi lower than the insitu dewpoint
of 4808 psia. Following the rate reduction the produced
wellstream dewpoint increases almost 1200 psi (900 psi above
the insitu dewpoint), then decreases sharply towards the insitu
dewpoint during the two-day low-rate period.
Sample 1 is taken at 1 day during the high-rate period,
Sample 2 is taken at 2.06 days (1.5 hours after the rate
reduction), and Sample 3 is taken at 2.5 days. The
compositions of Samples 1-3 are given in Table 3 (columns B,
D, and F).
Fig. 6 shows the complicated relationship between
produced wellstream dewpoint and GOR during both rates in
DST 2. During the high-rate period the wellstream dewpointGOR trend appears to extrapolate to the insitu dewpoint/GOR.
However, already at 1.5 days the GOR and dewpoint have
become essentially constant.
When separator samples representing Sample 1 are
recombined at varying ratios, the trend in dewpoint-GOR is
given by the lower dashed line. A mixture with GOR of about
15.3 Mscf/STB (column C, Table 3) yields the insitu dewpoint
of 4808 psia. This mixture obviously does not represent the
insitu reservoir gas GOR of 23 Mscf/STB. Clearly the danger
of recombining separator samples to match the (assumed) insitu
dewpoint is obvious from this example (and DST 1 results).
The upper part of Fig. 6 shows the wellstream dewpointGOR trend during the low-rate period. Even though the
dewpoint approaches the insitu dewpoint, the producing GOR
is still lower than the insitu value.
When separator samples for Sample 2 are recombined at
varying ratios, the trend in dewpoint-GOR is somewhat similar
to the produced wellstream trend. The recombination mixture
yielding the insitu dewpoint has a GOR of 21.6 Mscf/STB
(column E, Table 3), somewhat lower than the insitu value of
23 Mscf/STB.
High-Drawdown Oil Well Test (DST 3). This oil test produces
with a relatively high drawdown for 2.5 days (see Fig. 4). The
producing GOR increases gradually from 770 to 815 scf/STB
(insitu solution GOR is 855 scf/STB). The wellstream
bubblepoint increases accordingly, from about 4530 to 4640
psia, compared with insitu bubblepoint of 4808 psia.
(Bubblepoint is a simple monotonic function of GOR, in
contrast to the complicated relationship between dewpoint and
GOR.) Flowing BHP drops more than 2600 psi during the test.
Sample 1 is taken after 12 hours of production. The
composition of Sample 1 is given in Table 4 (column B).
When separator samples representing Sample 1 are recombined
to the insitu bubblepoint, the resulting mixture (column C) has
a composition very close to the original reservoir oil.
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Oil Well Test with Gas Coning (DST 4). This test produces
from the oil zone 20 ft below the GOC. Gas coning occurs
shortly after production begins, as seen in Fig. 4. Sample 1 is
collected after 1 day with a producing GOR of 950 scf/STB,
and Sample 2 is collected at the end of the test (2.5 days) with
a producing GOR of 1370 scf/STB. Wellstream bubblepoint
increases almost linearly during the test, reaching 6600 psia at
the end of the test.
In general, samples collected during an oil test with gas
coning are considered "unrepresentative." Therefore, separator
samples from such a test would not usually be recombined in
the laboratory (e.g. to match an assumed insitu bubblepoint).
If done, the resulting oil composition would be too light
compared with the original reservoir oil (see column B, Table
6).
Standard ECM1 Application (DSTs 1 & 3)
Gas Sample 1 collected during DST 1 (low drawdown) was
mixed with oil Sample 1 collected during DST 3 (high
drawdown) using the standard ECM1 method. The resulting
equilibrium compositions at the original GOC conditions (4808
psia and 259oF) are shown in Tables 1 and 2 [columns
labelled ECM(a)]. Resulting equilibrium gas and oil
compositions are practically identical to the original reservoir
fluids.
An ECM1 procedure was also conducted using the same
gas Sample 1 from DST 1, but mixed with the bubblepointadjusted Sample 1 from DST 3. Even though this reservoir oil
is closer to the original reservoir oil, ECM1 results are slightly
poorer [compare columns ECM(a) and ECM(b) in Tables 1
and 2].
Application of ECM1 to High/Low-Rate Gas Test (DSTs 2 &
3)
The ECM1 method was applied (separately) using reservoir oil
Sample 1 from DST 3 with the three reservoir gas samples
collected during DST 2. The method was also applied using oil
Sample 1 from DST 3 and dewpoint-corrected Sample 2 from
DST 2.
Results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. In all cases the
resulting equilibrium oil and gas compositions from the ECM1
method are very close to the original reservoir fluids, and they
are superior to the sampled compositions.
The real improvement using the ECM1 method is
obtaining a consistently accurate estimate of original gas
composition. For example, dewpoint-adjusted gas compositions
can (and usually are) erroneous (as shown in DST 1 Sample 1
and DST 2 Sample 1). By chance, a dewpoint-adjusted gas
composition can be reasonably accurate, as is the case for
Samples 2 and 3 in DST 2. However, the estimate of original
reservoir gas composition based on the ECM1 method is
consistently accurate, almost independent of the reservoir
samples used in the ECM1 procedure.
This observation is also seen when comparing the solution
OGR (rs) versus pressure for the different reservoir gases (Fig.
7). All reservoir gas compositions determined using the ECM1
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method overlay the rs curve of the original reservoir gas.
Dewpoint-adjusted samples do not, even though they appear to
have a reasonable initial composition (e.g. Sample 2, DST 2).
Interestingly, all reservoir oil samples have essentially the
same PVT properties, as seen in Fig. 8. The original Sample
1 from DST 3 has a bubblepoint some 500 psi too low, but the
PVT properties (Rs and Bo) fall on the same saturated curve as
the original oil.
Effect of Mixing Volumes on ECM1 Results
A study has been made of the effect that oil volume ratio has
on equilibrium compositions using oil Sample 1 (DST 3) and
gas Sample 1 (DST 2). Results are shown in Fig. 9. It is clear
that an acceptable oil volume ratio is 0.5 or greater. In our
examples we use (conservatively) a volume ratio of 0.5 for all
ECM calculations. A higher ratio would have given even better
results. For ECM applications with coning samples (as shown
below), the producing GOR at the time of sampling
automatically determines the oil volume ratio.
Application of ECM1 to Gas Coning During an Oil Test (DST
4)
Sample 1 (DST 4) was brought to conditions at the GOC using
the ECM1 procedure. Resulting equilibrium compositions are
shown in Tables 5 and 6. Sample 2 (DST 4) was also brought
to conditions at the GOC using the ECM1 procedure, with
resulting equilibrium compositions shown in Tables 5 and 6.
For both samples the resulting ECM1 estimates of initial
reservoir compositions are nearly exact.
Based on these results, it is clear that samples collected
during an initial oil test with gas coning can provide a unique
opportunity to obtain very accurate samples of the original
saturated oil and gas. The main reason for better accuracy with
this method is that the produced reservoir gas has a minimum
"loss" of condensed retrograde liquid as it flows to the
wellbore. The reservoir gas is flowing through the oil zone to
reach the wellbore - i.e. through pores that already have a high
oil saturation. This ensures immediate and complete mobility
of any liquid condensed from the reservoir gas on its path to
the wellbore.
In fact, we recommend designing oil well tests with gas
coning, specifically to obtain the most accurate samples of
original reservoir fluids. (As a bonus, coning tests give
valuable reservoir information about vertical communication).
Another advantage of sampling during a test with coning is that
separator liquid carryover will not be a problem, as it might be
if the gas zone is tested separately. And finally, the drawdown
can practically be as large as desired (or necessary to induce
coning). The quality of results using coning samples evaluated
with the ECM1 method do not depend on the level of
drawdown.
To ensure a reasonable oil ratio (Vo/Vt>0.5), the samples
should be collected before reaching a maximum GORmax which
be estimated from the relation
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Bob(Rsb(pb),T,γo,γg)

> 0.5

(1)

Btb(GORmax,pb,T,γo,γg)
pb is the bubblepoint pressure (i.e. reservoir pressure at the
GOC), T is reservoir temperature, γo is the STO specific
gravity, and γg is the surface gas specific gravity. Bob is the oil
FVF at pb, Rsb is the solution GOR at pb, and Btb is the total
FVF evaluated at pb, where all three properties can be
estimated from correlations.9,10
Depletion Simulations
Application of ECM2 to Depleted MGC Reservoir (Oil Zone)
Fig. 10 shows the production performance from the oil zone in
the MGC reservoir during five years of solution gas drive
depletion where reservoir pressure drops about 1800 psi to
3000 psia. GOR increases from 855 to 2000 scf/STB, and the
wellstream saturation pressure increases to nearly 10,000 psia
(becoming a dewpoint between 7000 and 8000 psia).
Sample 1 was taken after 180 days of production when
producing GOR had decreased to 750 scf/STB with a
wellstream bubblepoint of 4330 psia. Recombining separator
samples from Sample 1 at a ratio that results in the original
bubblepoint provides a composition that closely resembles the
original reservoir oil (column B of Table 7).
Sample 2 was collected at 1800 days when reservoir
pressure was 3065 psia and producing GOR was 1975 scf/STB.
Several approaches were tried for reestablishing an accurate
estimate of the original oil using Sample 2. The first method
recombined separator samples to obtain the original
bubblepoint pressure. Results are reasonably accurate, as shown
in column C of Table 7.
The second approach was the ECM1 procedure using the
produced wellstream directly. Sample 2 was brought to
conditions at the original GOC, with the resulting equilibrium
oil composition shown in column D of Table 7. Results are
poor.
The recommended method (ECM2) brings the produced
wellstream (Sample 2) to the reservoir pressure at the time of
sampling. Equilibrium gas is removed to a second container.
This gas is then reinjected incrementally to the equilibrium oil
until the original bubblepoint is reached. Results from this
method are very accurate, as shown in column E of Table 7.
Finally we evaluate the possibility of reconstructing the
original oil composition when only a depleted reservoir oil
sample is available. For example, if the reservoir is water
flooded after five years of depletion, then samples collected
later in the water flood would consist only of reservoir oil.
This reservoir oil was saturated at the end of depletion, but it
would be undersaturated at the time of sampling (relative to the
current reservoir pressure).
We have found that the best experimental method for
creating an approximate sample of the original reservoir oil is
simply to recombine the current separator samples in a ratio
that gives the original bubblepoint. In this example, separator
samples of the reservoir oil at the end of depletion (1800 days)

were recombined to obtain the original bubblepoint. The
resulting composition is shown in column F of Table 7.
Application of ECM1 to Depleted MGC Reservoir (Gas Zone)
Fig. 11 shows the depletion performance of the gas zone in the
MGC reservoir for a five-year period. Two samples are taken
at about the same reservoir pressure as Sample 2 in the oil
zone depletion study (the gas zone and oil zone depletion
simulations were run independently). Sample 1 was taken at
the plateau production rate of 50 MMscf/D (column B Table
8), and Sample 2 was taken during a short rate reduction to 0.5
MMscf/D (column C Table 8). From Sample 1 to Sample 2
the producing GOR dropped from 33.2 to 29.5 Mscf/STB
(OGR increased from 30 to 34 STB/MMscf), with dewpoint
increasing from 3206 to 3446 psia (average reservoir pressure
was 3254 psia at the time of sampling).
The ECM1 method was used to obtain an estimate of the
original reservoir gas. The ECM2-created oil from the oil zone
was mixed with Sample 1 from the gas zone at original GOC
conditions. The resulting equilibrium gas composition is shown
in Table 8 (column D). An additional ECM1 contact was made
with the same two reservoir samples using a higher oil volume
ratio (90% instead of 50%). A noticeable improvement in the
estimated original gas composition is observed, as shown in
Table 8 (column E).
The ECM1 procedure was also done using the ECM2created oil from the oil zone and Sample 2 from the gas zone.
These results are also in Table 8 (column F). Results from
both ECM1 procedures are accurate.
We also tried a procedure similar to the ECM2 method for
Sample 2 from the gas zone, as this sample had a dewpoint
higher than the current reservoir pressure. Sample 2 was
brought to current reservoir pressure. All of the equilibrium oil
was removed, and some of the equilibrium gas. The
equilibrium oil was reinjected incrementally to the remaining
equilibrium gas until the original dewpoint was reached. The
resulting composition is shown in Table 8 (column G).
This modified ECM2 procedure gives only approximate
estimates of original reservoir gas, and the method is only
recommended for depleted gas condensates when a reservoir
oil sample is unavailable. Using a bottomhole sampler, it may
be possible to obtain larger quantities of free reservoir oil
during rate reduction or shutin in depleted condensate wells.
Such BH samples would probably make a modified ECM2
method more accurate, and easier to implement in the
laboratory.
Application of ECM2 to Depleted VO Reservoir (Oil Zone)
A second example testing the ECM2 method for depleted
reservoir oil is presented for a more volatile system. Fig. 12
shows the production performance of a volatile oil during five
years of depletion from an initial undersaturated pressure of
7000 psia to less than 3000 psia. Producing GOR increases
from 2000 scf/STB to almost 20,000 scf/STB. Bubblepoint
pressure of the produced wellstream varies from an initial
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value of 5850 psia to a maximum of nearly 8000 psia reached
after 2.5 years.
Sample 1 was taken at 720 days when reservoir pressure
had declined to about 4200 psia with a producing GOR of
5700 scf/STB. Separator samples were recombined in a ratio
to give a bubblepoint of the original oil (5850 psia). The
resulting composition is very poor (much too light), as shown
in Table 9 (column B).
Sample 1 was brought to original reservoir conditions
using the ECM1 method. The resulting equilibrium oil is again
very poor (much too heavy), as shown in Table 9 (column C).
Sample 1 was then brought to current reservoir pressure
using the recommended ECM2 method. Equilibrium gas was
removed, and then reinjected to the equilibrium oil until the
original bubblepoint was reached. The resulting composition is
quite accurate, as shown in Table 9 (column D).
Having only a sample of the reservoir oil at 720 days and
using the separator samples corresponding to this sample, a
recombination is made to reach the original bubblepoint
pressure. The resulting reservoir oil composition from this
procedure (recommended when previously-depleted, currentlyundersaturated oils are sampled) is shown in Table 9 (column
E). The oil is heavier than the original reservoir oil as seen in
Fig. 13.
The separator recombination approach is acceptable for
some previously-depleted, currently-undersaturated oils, but this
example shows that the accuracy deteriorates for more volatile
systems (compared with the MGC results). We also fear that
the method may be inadequate for reservoirs that have reached
far into depletion before being repressurized.
Application of ECM1 to Systems with Compositional
Gradient
A valid question regarding the utility of the proposed ECM
methods is whether they provide useful information for
reservoir systems that exhibit compositional variation with
depth. This problem has been studied for several reservoirs
exhibiting compositional variation due to isothermal
gravity/chemical equilibrium. All systems considered have a
saturated gas-oil contact.
The short dashed lines in Figs. 14-16 represent the actual
compositional variation with depth calculated using the
isothermal gravity/chemical equilibrium assumption.
Based on insitu, depth-specific compositions taken at equal
distances above and below the GOC, the ECM1 procedure has
been tested for three reservoir systems with greatly differing
compositional gradients. The solid circles (connected by
medium-dashed lines) represent the equilibrium compositions
at GOC conditions resulting from the ECM1 procedure. These
compositions clearly do not represent the true equilibrium
compositions at the GOC.
Instead, we found for these three reservoir systems that
ECM1-determined compositions give a good estimate of the
depth-weighted average composition from the GOC to the
points of sampling. The integrated depth-averaged compositions
are shown as solid lines in Figs. 14-16). The ECM1-
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determined compositions give surprisingly accurate estimates
for the depth-weighted average in the oil zone. Results in the
gas zone are somewhat less accurate, but they should still be
useful.
Further studies are needed to verify that ECM1-determined
compositions in systems with compositional gradients
consistently yield reasonable depth-weighted averages from the
GOC to the point of sampling. For example, (1) when the
reservoir gas and oil samples are not collected at equal depths
away from the GOC, and (2) when reservoir samples already
represent average compositions over a limited depth interval.

Separator Sampling
Traditional Sampling
Traditional separator samples are used for compositional
analysis and PVT studies of gas condensate and oil reservoirs.
Separator samples are also collected for gas injection studies
requiring large sample volumes, and for special studies
involving analysis of asphaltene precipitation, wax point,
emulsions, hydrates, and corrosion.
Accuracy of separator gas and oil rates is typically 5% or
better. Samples are collected simultaneously at the primary
separator, using 20 l containers for the separator gas and 500
to 1000 ml containers for the separator oil. The gas sampling
probe points downstream to ensure that only separator gas
enters the sampler (not including liquid droplets that may be
dispersed in the gas stream leaving the separator). A standard
gas sample should therefore represent the actual separator gas
composition when carryover exists.
Liquid Carryover in the Gas Well Stream
Gas condensates producing through a standard horizontal test
separator may have some liquid leaving the separator as small
droplets in the gas stream. Liquid "carryover" is most severe
at high gas rates because the settling time is reduced, and
coalescence processes in the separator are less efficient.
Generally speaking, carryover is more important for leaner gas
condensates because the total liquid "lost" due to carryover can
be large relative to the total liquid content of the produced
wellstream.
If carryover goes uncorrected in the recombination process,
the result will be a wellstream composition that is always too
lean. Carryover is identical to an erroneously-measured low oil
rate. In fact, correction for carryover requires only a simple
adjustment to the recombination GOR, as shown below.
We define carryover (δ) on a molar basis, δ=∆no/no, where
∆no is the moles of separator oil carried out of the separator in
the gas stream, and no is the total moles of separator oil. The
wellstream composition z entering the separator is given by
z=βy+(1-β)x, where β is the mole fraction of separator gas in
the total wellstream, β=ng/(ng+no), y is the composition of
separator gas (obtained from a standard gas separator sample),
and x is the composition of the separator oil. β is calculated
from
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βtest δ
1 δ
2130ρosp

[1

(2)
1

]
Mosp(Rsp)test
where (Rsp)test is the measured (erroneous) test GOR in
scf/sep.bbl, ρosp is the separator oil density in lb/ft3, and Mosp is
the separator oil molecular weight. The separator GOR Rsp
corrected for carryover is then given by
βtest 1
1

Rsp

(Rsp)test

β

1

(3)

1

Effect of Carryover on ECM Procedure
Very Lean Gas (BO)
Fig. 17 shows production characteristics of a very lean
saturated gas during a 2.5 day test. Producing GOR varies from
500 to 550 Mscf/STB during the test, compared with the insitu
GOR of 445 Mscf/STB. The pressure drawdown is large
(almost 2000 psi). Wellstream dewpoint remains constant at
about 1600 psia which is substantially lower than the insitu
dewpoint of 2275 psia. Sample 1 was taken after 12 hours of
production.
The reservoir gas is underlain by an oil zone containing a
low-GOR black oil. A very accurate sample of the original
reservoir oil is obtained by recombining separator samples
from an oil well test to the original bubblepoint.
The composition of Sample 1 is shown in Table 10
(column B). This sample, when passed through a separator
operating at 105oF and 375 psia produces the separator gas
shown in Table 10 (column C). Neither composition is
accurate when compared with the original gas composition.
The inaccuracies of these samples may be particularly
important in the design of seabed transportation requirements
(e.g. pigging requirements of the pipeline).
Sample 1 was mixed with the original reservoir oil using
the ECM1 procedure. The resulting estimate of original
reservoir gas is practically exact, as shown in Table 10
(column D).
The separator gas from Sample 1, assuming 100% liquid
carryover without correction, was mixed with the original
reservoir oil using the ECM1 procedure. Again, the resulting
estimate of original reservoir gas is almost exact as shown in
Table 10 (column E).
Medium Gas Condensate
A more extreme test of the effect that uncorrected carryover
has on ECM results is given using the MGC gas which has a
liquid yield of about 45 STB/MMscf. The high-drawdown
(high-rate) DST 2 Sample 1 gas is used, where 20% carryover
is assumed. Table 11 gives the actual composition of Sample
1 (DST 2) in column B, together with the wellstream
composition that would be incorrectly determined with 20%
carryover (column C).
ECM1 results using gas Sample 1 (DST 2) and oil sample
1 (DST 3) with an oil volume ratio of 70% are shown in Table

11 [column ECM(a)]. Results are excellent when compared
with the original gas composition.
ECM1 results using uncorrected Sample 1 (DST 2) with
20% carryover and oil sample 1 (DST 3) with an oil volume
ratio of 70% are also shown in Table 11 [column ECM(b)].
Again, the results are excellent (only slightly different than
using the correct Sample 1).
Table 12 gives the ECM1 oil compositions with and
without correction for carryover. Results are excellent, with
only a slight deterioration when carryover is not corrected.
In summary it appears that the ECM method is not
dependent on reservoir gas samples being corrected for
carryover. Given that larger carryover occurs only for lean
condensates, and smaller carryover is expected for rich
condensates, we conclude that the ECM method can be used
with confidence even when uncorrected carryover exists.
Obviously, however, we recommend that recombined gas
samples be corrected if carryover has been quantified.
Isokinetic Sampling
In 1941, Buckley and Lightfoot2 describe "isokinetic"
wellstream sampling equipment and a miniature separator
design used to make detailed compositional and PVT
measurements on a gas condensate producing from a formation
at 10,000 ft with reservoir pressure of 5055 psia and reservoir
temperature of 178oF. Average liquid yield was about OGR=16
STB/MMscf, with a condensate gravity of 48 to 50oAPI.
One year later Flaitz and Parks give a detailed description
of similar isokinetic sampling equipment for gas condensate
wells. A wellhead mixture is sampled with a small-diameter
(1/16 to 3/32 in) probe located in the center of the production
tubing near the wellhead. The sample mixture enters the probe
at a velocity equal to the average wellstream velocity. This
"isokinetic" sampling rate ensures that the entrained liquid
drops (assumed to be homogeneously distributed throughout the
entire cross section of the tubing) enters the sample probe
undisturbed. A miniature multistage separator with pressure and
temperature control is used to analyze produced wellstream
samples.
The Flaitz-Parks paper presents detailed comparisons of
wellstream isokinetic samples with vertical separator (2.5 by 11
ft) samples for twelve condensate systems (oil-gas ratios
ranging from 10 to 100 STB/MMscf). Recombined wellstream
compositions are also compared for the two sampling methods.
Results are quite impressive, though a clear increase in error
was found with increasing OGR.
Perhaps the most impressive results were an extensive 18month testing procedure where multi-well, rate-averaged
isokinetic wellstream liquid yields were compared with actual
liquid yields from a Gulf Coast recycling plant facility.
Maximum deviation in liquid yields during the 18 months was
7%, and the average deviation was only 1%.
The Flaitz and Parks paper gives some theoretical analysis
of the isokinetic wellstream procedure. Furthermore, several
special field tests were conducted to study the effect of flow
rate and probe diameter on sampling efficiency.
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In 1953, Hoffman, et al.5 used similar isokinetic
wellstream equipment to conduct a study on reservoir
compositions and equilibrium ratios of a saturated gas/oil
system. To our knowledge, this paper is the most recent
application of isokinetic wellstream sampling.
During the past 5 to 10 years, several oil companies and,
subsequently, service companies have introduced isokinetic
sampling technology for separator gas streams (not
wellstream). The justification for isokinetic separator gas
sampling has been to quantify liquid carryover in high-rate gas
condensates. There does not appear to be other reasons for
using isokinetic separator gas sampling, so the method is not
a replacement for standard separator sampling.
In fact, standard separator samples must also be collected
(and analyzed) to quantify carryover using the isokinetic
method. This is at least the case using the "SAD" minimization
method. This method calculates the carryover that minimizes
the sum of absolute differences (SAD) between all components,
SAD=∑i u*i -ui , where ui is the measured overall composition
of the isokinetic sample and u*i is the calculated overall
composition of a mixture with β moles of separator gas yi and
δ(1-β) moles of separator oil xi, or u*i =[βyi+δ(1-β)xi]/[β+δ(1β)].
A fundamental problem with the SAD approach is that the
overall composition of the isokinetic sample must be
determined. This may be difficult. Current laboratory
procedures heat the isokinetic gas container to about 100oC (at
constant volume) before transferring the sample to a gas
chromatograph. The assumption is that liquid carryover is
completely revaporized during the heating process. Our
experience is that this probably never occurs.
Fig. 18 shows the carryover liquid volume (as a percent of
the sample container volume) for isokinetic gas samples from
a lean gas condensate with an OGR of 18 STB/MMscf. The
reservoir gas was passed through a separator operating at 105oF
and 375 psia.
For varying amounts of carryover from 10 to 40%,
isokinetic samples were created. The liquid volume of each
isokinetic sample is plotted versus pressure in Fig. 18. The
closed circles represent the condition after heating to 212oF at
constant volume (note that pressure increases to about 500 psia
for all samples). The numbers in parentheses (below the
carryover values) are liquid volume percents at original
separator conditions.
From Fig. 18 it is obvious that the heating process does
not revaporize liquid carryover for this relatively light
condensate. In fact, elevated pressures greater than 2000 psia
are required to completely revaporize the liquid at 212oF.
So, what is the error in carryover that would be calculated
by using the equilibrium gas in an isokinetic sample container
after heating (when only part of the liquid is vaporized)? This
gas is what would be analyzed in the laboratory and defined as
ui in the SAD process of determining the carryover value. The
SAD graphical minimum in Fig. 19 gives a carryover value of
33% (instead of the correct value of 40%). Also note that the
SAD function is not as well behaved; a better function for
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determining carryover by minimization would be the sum of
squares (SSQ) function, also shown in Fig. 19.
In summary we can conclude that a simple heating
procedure should not be used for trying to bring an isokinetic
sample to single phase conditions.
The best method (most accurate and simplest procedure)
for determining carryover from an isokinetic separator gas
sample would be to measure, onsite, the physical volume of
liquid carryover in the isokinetic container at separator
conditions. Given the liquid carryover volume, test GOR can
be corrected immediately without any compositional analysis.
A simple onsite method for measuring liquid carryover volume
needs to be developed.
However, we feel strongly that the best solution to the
carryover problem is to produce gas wells at lower rates during
sampling, thereby minimizing carryover. And finally, if an
ECM method can be used, the effect of carryover is minimal.

Conclusions
1. A laboratory procedure (ECM1) is recommended for making
up accurate samples of original insitu reservoir gas and
reservoir oil in saturated reservoirs.
2. The traditional application of the ECM1 procedure uses
separate reservoir oil and reservoir gas samples. A novel
application of the ECM1 procedure uses separator samples
collected during gas coning in an oil well test. Both
applications yield very accurate results.
3. Because of the high accuracy obtained with the ECM
procedures, lengthy stabilization periods are no longer needed
to ensure that produced wellstreams are representative of insitu
fluids. Consequently, time and expenses can be saved during
testing (particularly for gas condensates).
4. The ECM1 procedure can be applied to reservoirs with
vertical compositional gradients and a saturated GOC. The
resulting ECM1 samples provide reasonable estimates of depthaveraged compositions.
5. For oil reservoirs depleting by solution gas drive, a slightly
modified ECM procedure (ECM2) is proposed for obtaining
accurate insitu-representative samples of the original reservoir
oil. The method requires a current wellstream sample from the
oil zone and an estimate of the original oil bubblepoint (the oil
can be initially saturated or undersaturated).
6. For a depleted gas condensate initially saturated with an
underlying oil, accurate insitu-representative samples of the
original reservoir gas can be obtained using the ECM1
procedure. A currently-producing gas wellstream is mixed with
a reservoir oil sample made up using the ECM2 procedure.
7. For oil reservoirs previously depleted by solution gas drive
but currently undersaturated (e.g. following water flooding),
reasonably accurate insitu composition of the original reservoir
oil can be obtained by recombining currently producing
separator samples in a ratio to obtain the original oil
bubblepoint.
8. Results of the ECM1 procedure are only slightly affected by
errors in recombination separator GOR (e.g. due to liquid
carryover).
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Nomenclature
Bob
Btb
GOR
Mosp
ng
no
∆no
pb
Rsb
Rsp
T
u
u*

Oil FVF at bubblepoint, RB/STB
Total gas-plus-oil FVF at bubblepoint, RB/STB
Producing GOR, scf/STB
Separator oil molecular weight
Moles of separator gas
Moles of separator oil
Moles of liquid (oil) carryover
Bubblepoint pressure, psia
Solution GOR at bubblepoint, scf/STB
Separator GOR, scf/separator bbl
Reservoir temperature, oF or oR
Measured isokinetic sample overall molar composition
Calculated isokinetic sample overall molar
composition
Reservoir gas volume, ft3
Reservoir oil volume, ft3
Total gas-plus-oil reservoir volume, ft3
Separator oil molar composition
Separator gas molar composition
Wellstream molar composition

Vg
Vo
Vt
x
y
z
Greek
β
Gas mole fraction
γg
Average surface gas specific gravity, air=1
γo
STO specific gravity, water=1
δ
Molar liquid carryover
ρosp Separator oil density, lb/ft3
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